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A SWEET CELEBRATION OF
CONFECTIONERY SUSTAINABILITY

F

or its eighth edition,
the Chocoa chocolate
festival in Amsterdam
saw a wealth of new
products being showcased
from around the world, as
well as major discussions on
sustainability.
The main conference day
centred on critical topics
making headlines on how
improvements are being
made within the cocoa
supply chain by some of the
biggest players operating
within the industry.
Among those presenting
was Bas Smit, vice president of marketing for Barry
Callebaut, who outlined its
development of ruby chocolate and its most recent
launch of wholefruit chocolate, which uses the entire
cacaofruit, whereas previously up to 70% of each fruit
would go to waste.
Confectionery Production
attended the launch of the
product last September,
with the business expected
to bring the product to
market by next year, once
commercial partners for its
full development have been
taken forward.
Consequently, questions
from the audience were
raised on whether the fact
complete fruit is now being
sold to Barry Callebaut, if
this would negatively impact
on the prices that are paid
to farmers.
Smit responded: ”This
starts with the people who
run the business – half of
the profit we make goes for
education for the less privileged in the world. So, the
more successful we are, as
well as the more ruby and
wholefruit chocolate there
is, the more benefits to
farming communities there
are, as that is how we operate on a value level.
“We are in this to create
more value for the whole
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The key annual Chocoa festival in Amsterdam once again successfully
highlighted some of the major new releases from around the world.
Neill Barston reports on its key conference day.

Chocoa in Amsterdam returned for its eighth edition last month

world, creating more category growth for those who
sell these kinds of chocolates, for consumers, and for
the farmers as well. It’s there
for everyone, and we have
no hidden agenda over
this.”
Another key speaker for
the session was Alloysius
Attah, CEO of Ghana-based
Farmerline, an organisation supporting farmers.
He discussed the organisation’s mission in Africa was
helping a large number
of smallholders, many of
whom operate in isolated
rural areas, become entrepreneurs through increasing
their access to apps offering
a host of practical measures
and assistance.
Recently, Farmerline was
named by Time magazine
as having among the best
100 inventions that are making the world better with its
Mergdata web and mobile
application. This is report-

edly now assisting a total
of 200,000 farmers across a
total of 13 African countries.
As the organisation
explained, the scheme
includes software designed
for farmer profiling, certification, mapping, and traceability parameters. It is also
capable of arranging digital
payments.
Attah said: “When we
started we thought technology could fix everything, but
seven years on, we realised
that we had to embrace oldschool approaches as well.
“We need to embrace
micro-entrepreneurs, creating jobs for them and
look at how technology
can reduce costs for farmers make money for them
through making their operations scaleable. This will
be a big part of our mission for the next 10 years,”
explained the CEO, who
said the ‘holy grail of
sustainabilty’ would not be

achieved without enabling
behaviour change within
farming communities.
Karen Reijnen, innovation
director for Rainforest alliance, explained there had
been some notable changes
over the past five years in
terms of improving farming
conditions.
She said: “There are a lot
of interesting innovations
in the cocoa sector. We
see improved basing and
tracking of cocoa, mobile
payments and sourcing,
but which of these have an
impact? We developed a
data collection app, and
from that you could see all
the indicators and measures
of agricultural practices.
“The tech was interesting,
as was the data. But what
was most powerful were
the discussions between
the farmers, the traders and
the brands. But technology
is just a tool. It gives you
insights, but it only leads
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to change if you talk about
it together, with issues like
pruning being identified as
having not been done, so
it’s only by discussion do
you drive change.”

Empowering women

Furthermore, Richard
Kooge, development manager for Care Netherlands,
a charitable organisation in
the cocoa sector, asserted
that providing direct support to women and girls in
African farming communities
was its key priority.
Among the case studies
raised, he highlighted the
success of a sister project
from an initiative called 100
weeks, based on the concept of making regular nostrings attached weekly payments to women in selected
locations of eight euros
each via mobile phone.
This also included sessions on financial management, with the broader
aim of delivering economic
empowerment. He said the
ongoing scheme, funded
by donations to the charity,
had proved a genuine success in providing targeted
assistance.
For his part, James Le
Compte, CEO of Ecuadorbased To’ak chocolate,
explained that he had
founded a joint initiative
known as Origin, centred
on creating a traceability
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Netherlands-based Caotech equipment manufacturers were among those exhibiting at Chocoa

and storytelling application
that was formed from a collaboration between several
industry players.
“At To’ak we rely a lot
on storytelling, as there are
some incredible stories that
we have through the history
of cacao in Latin America
and Ecuador in particular,
and also the incredible
steps that cacao passes
through to make it into your
hands.”
He explained the drive to
create a new app was based
on a belief in forging more
radical transparency which
allows consumers to see the
full production process.

He also stated that consumers were now far more willing to pay additional cost
for such products that held
a high level of provenance.
He added: “We didn’t
just want to build a tool
and wanted the information
to be the by-product that
was a byproduct for farmers, helping them improve
productivity. Knowledge is
power and there’s a huge
number of smallholders who
are not benefitting from this
revolution in agriculturaltech – so it’s partly built to
help farmers to help their
productivity.”
The session concluded

with a new element in the
form of a late night TV show
style discussion panel that
featured several invited
guests to address the barriers that remain to farmers
becoming entrepreneurs
within their communities.
This included Judy
Zwinkels, head of communications at Nestlé, who
spoke of a key project ‘that
was created as we wanted
to be more transparent’
which unfolded with a
venture with journalist Lars
Gierveld. He explained: “I
talked to Nestlé, and they
said they wanted to give me
a blank sheet on this to be
independent.
We asked ourselves – why
are farmers in Ghana and
Ivory coast so poor despite
sustainable programmes,
and what can we do about
that?
“It was an exciting year
of investigation going over
there to Ghana - it was a
strange situation – we said
that would do this but we
want to start a business with
farmers.
“That’s the only way of
getting to know them really
well, and created a cocoa
juice business,” he said of
the unique initiative, which
he has now turned into a
documentary film.
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NEWS FOCUS: INTERPACK

INTERPACK PLANS REMAIN ON
TRACK DESPITE CORONAVIRUS
C

T

he organisers of this
year’s Interpack have
responded to concerns over Coronavirus,
offering reassurances that
the event is set to continue
on schedule.
During the next two
months, a number of international trade fairs have
been postponed due to
the emergence of the virus,
which has now spread
globally.
However, the team behind
the major German packaging and processing event
said the trade fair was well
prepared to stage the event
as envisaged.
A statement was released
on the issue: “For Interpack
there are no intentions to
postpone the trade fair. We
will re-evaluate the situation
in good time in consultation
with health authorities and
partners in order to make
the appropriate decisions.
“As exhibitors and visitors, you can expect a high
level of hygiene, safety
and good medical care at
the Düsseldorf trade fair
grounds as usual. Messe
Düsseldorf is closely monitoring current developments
and is in direct contact with
the health authorities.”
The Interpack team added
that according to the World
Health Organization, the
Robert Koch Institute and

With just two months to go until Interpack, manufacturers are finalising
their plans for the event – which according to official sources,
remains completely on track

The last Interpack in 2017 featured a ‘Smart Future’ technology stand, exploring major trends

the German authorities, the
risk of infection with this
new pathogen in Germany is
currently moderate.
Furthermore, organisers
added that medical facilities
at the Düsseldorf exhibition centre have the latest
information at all times and
are well prepared. There are
clearly defined procedures
for looking after anyone on
the premises of the trade
fair grounds who suddenly
develops symptoms of a
serious disease. These procedures were developed
and tested at the time
of SARS, the Influenza A
(H1N1) virus and also EHEC.

Diverse event programme
The trade fair will focus on
sustainability and environmental impact, hygiene and
the reduction of food waste
as among its core subject
areas.
Though many manufacturers will be holding back
on precise plans for the
event for key reveals of new
technology, industry players including TheegartenPactec, Chocotech,
Syntogen, Volpak and Ishida
having confirmed significant
launches for products (see
our full show edition next
month).
Significantly, for 2020's

A major feature of this year’s Interpack will be its new Hall 1, dedicated to confectionery
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show, which takes place
between May 7-13, its layout
has been optimised, including a brand new Hall One.
This will feature equipment
and systems designed for
the confectionery and bakery sector (along with halls
three and four).
As organisers explained,
its latest exhibition space
replaces an original 1970s
built facility, with the freshly
created Messe Sud providing an architectural flagship.
It features an entrance area
with a foyer directly in front,
which boasts a 17-metrehigh pointed canopy with a
translucent glass-fibre fabric
and integrated LED lighting.
In addition to having more
space, the building includes
six conference rooms and
is directly connected to the
Congress Centre Sud.
One of the stand-out
new elements for 2020 is
the event’s Life without
Packaging conference,
examining packaging, sustainability and the environment to enable both critics
and advocates to have their
say, exploring what is essential and what is avoidable.
confectioneryproduction.com 9
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German-headquartered
Syntegon Technology is
set to present several key
equipment solutions for
the confectionery sector at
interpack 2020.
This includes machinery
for candy masses, with the
business unveiling the BDS
weighing, dosing and mixing system for batchwise
production that features
reported energy savings of
50 per cent.
According to the company, its portfolio now comprises two systems with low
energy consumption: the
BDS system for batchwise
and the BDK system for continuous production. In addition, the BMV mixing system
will be on display at the
fair this May in Dusseldorf,
Germany, between May
7-13, featuring a hygienic
magnetic stirrer.
For the production of
jellies, the company, which
recently completed its
transfer from its previous
identity as Bosch Packaging
Technology, is showing the
Makat mogul system with
new components, including
an inline weighing system,
a newly designed chain-free
de-stacker and innovative
rotation nozzles for more
effective cleaning processes.

Syntegon will release several new systems for Interpack

Syntegon reveals new confectionery
systems technology for Interpack
Syntegon Technology
sets its focus on intelligent
and sustainability solutions,
in particular with regard to
resource efficiency. With the
innovative BDS weighing,
dosing and mixing system,
confectionery manufacturers
can produce sugar masses in

an energy-efficient manner.
Traditionally, water has to be
added to the mass during
mixing and then boiled out
again later.
This step is now largely
eliminated, resulting in
potential energy savings of
around 50 per cent.

As an alternative to the
continuously producing BDK
system, the new BDS system
doses the candy and binding masses in batches, which
allows for more individual
mixtures and thus offers
manufacturers a higher
degree of flexibility.

Innova Market Insights joins the World Confectionery Conference

Myrthe de Beukelaar, market analyst at Innova Market
Insights, a global knowledge
leader in the food and beverage industry, has become
the latest specialist to join
the World Confectionery
Conference as a keynote
speaker.
The company, headquartered in the Netherlands,
has built its reputation on
the extensive tracking system for new food and beverage product launches in
more than 75 countries and
the ability to use advanced
data analytics to convert
industry-leading market
research into meaningful
guidance on present and
future trends in FMCG.
Myrthe has been with
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Innova Market Insights
since 2018. Before starting her career as a market
analyst, she had a multilingual education at the
Lycée International of
Saint-Germain-en-Laye
in France and obtained
a bachelor’s and master’s
degree in Nutrition & Health
at Wageningen University,
the Netherlands. She also
recently published two
scientific papers in the
Nutrition & Health space.
Myrthe’s role at Innova
Market Insights involves
conducting analyses and
generating insights that
enable product developers
to design successful products, marketers to address
markets with confidence,

researchers to efficiently
find the data they need,
and retailers to gain fuller,
brighter insights on current and future trends.
At the World
Confectionery Conference,
Myrthe will highlight
the latest market trends
shaping the confectionery industry, with major
themes of health and indulgence driving innovation.
Welcoming her to the
event, Neill Barston, editor
of Confectionery Production
magazine, said: “Having
gained a strong postgraduate education within the
hugely topical field of
health and nutrition, Myrthe
has built a diverse range
of experience working for

Myrthe de Beukelaar, of Innova
Market Insights will highlight key
confectionery trends at the World
Confectionery Conference

Innova Market Insights.
“Her time with the organisation has seen her conduct
research on a number of key
areas at the core of the confectionery market, so she
will be an extremely welcome addition to our keynote speaker programme.”
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Cocoa processing lines being put through their paces at Koog aan de Zaan

Olam, which has allowed me to try new
things on a frequent basis, which keeps
me busy and more engaged,” says Nair.
“That’s the beauty of this company, in
that there are many new challenges that
are a real driver for me. As a company,
we have come a long way from when I
first started with the business working on
managing that small project in Nigeria,
to where we are now. We have a lot of
ambitious plans for the site here with
the prestigious deZaan brand that we
acquired,” adds the manager.
He acknowledges his formative studies
as a mechanical engineer, and early
career working with Cadbury in India,

were to prove invaluable in preparing
him for the management tests that he
now faces.
As he relays, the fact many employees
remained with the business after ADM
sold the firm to Olam in 2015, continues
to make a key difference regarding the
quality of its overall operations, through
maintaining its status as a trusted
industry partner.
Equally, as we move through the site
at Koog, he notes that the creation,
and continual refining of the company’s
computer-controlled internal monitoring
systems for production processes
are also extremely critical to ensuring

“That’s the beauty of this company, in that there are
many new challenges that are a real driver for me”
Ajay Nair, Olam plant manager

▲

a heritage dating back a century.
Its story began in 1911, when
four entrepreneurs founded the
Chocoladefabriek De Zaan business. Just
five years later, Jan Huysman became
its sole owner, and went on to develop
the deZaan cocoa factory which now
stands as Olam’s largest such facility of
its international sites.
With a total of 255 people now
operating across its sizeable production
base on the banks of the river Zaan, this
is the largest facility within the company’s
portfolio. As such, there’s a bustling level
of activity befitting a facility that operates
on a global dimension.
Leading the tour of the site, Ajay Nair,
plant manager, explains its operations
maintain a continuous 24/7 schedule in
order to meet targets for its international
client base.
However, he concedes that as with any
major commercial facility, there are short
periods of essential maintenance that
necessitate areas of the site to be briefly
shut down during the year to ensure the
safe functioning of its facilities.
He says there’s a very strict policy
on observance of health and safety
protocols, which is matched by a clear
approach of investing in staff through
continuous training, which the business
has found results in many employees
remaining for a comparatively significant
period with the company.
Nair notes there are many elements
that pose tests on a daily basis in rising
to meet production demands, but he
adds it is the company’s strict insistence
on monitoring cocoa supplies at every
stage in the logistics chain – from
Ivory Coast, Ghana and other global
locations, through to final arrival in the
Netherlands, maintaining the quality of
beans is of paramount importance.
Having gained 15 years of experience
with the business to his name, the plant
manager enthuses there are always fresh
production challenges that motivate him
with his work, including shortly making
the step up to manage the company's
global cocoa projects.
Explaining his trajectory with the
business, he reveals it began with setting
up an initial cocoa processing facility
in Nigeria. From there, he went on to
become involved with several other
international ventures for the company
before his present role.
“I had a big opportunity in joining

l-r R&D manager Irene Ter Laak with plant manager Ajay Nair at Koog
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The Koog site is the company’s largest processing
cocoa processing centre of a dozen global sites

delivery of its product ranges.
There’s no shortage of art deco
character to its main administrative
buildings, and while Nair admits there
are areas of the facility that date to
its foundation a century ago, the site
has also incorporated more modern
production facilities that he says are
continually being evaluated as to how
they can be updated.
The site's most striking features are
its two wings housing key production
equipment lines. This includes highcapacity cocoa processors sourced from
Royal Duyvis Wiener that have been
specially adapted, which occupy the top
level of the facility.
The lower levels of this impressive
industrial landscape contain refiners and
mixing conches which all operate on an
automated basis, ensuring consistent
performance, monitored by small
dedicated teams of specialists.
“Koog is the facility in our company
that has the ability to produce the most
complex products in our portfolio,
including almost every component
relating to cocoa powder, which makes
this place quite unique.
“It’s the largest processing site in our
network, and one of three we have in
Europe, which includes our Wormer
site 5km away, as well as another in
Mannheim, Germany. But here at Koog,
we are able to produce cocoa mass,
butter, cocoa cake, as well as cocoa
powder for our speciality deZaan brand,
which are all developed specifically for
each customer, making it a very complex
facility indeed,” adds Nair, enthusing
there is a strong sense of pride within
its workforce, who are well aware of the
history of the company.
14 confectioneryproduction.com

Research and development

Beyond its broad processing capabilities,
the Koog facility also has a notably
strong innovation set within the site,
which enables an array of small-scale
product recipe testing.
As Irene Ter Laak, research and
development manager, explains, her
team works closely with its commercial
clients, as well as across the business to
proactively develop new ingredient and
flavour possibilities.
She adds: “We focus on ingredient
development and new technologies, so
we are tackling the issues of sustainability
and efficiency on a larger scale in our
factories. In addition, we aim to use
the knowledge from our plant science
teams in handling speciality beans that
we deal with, so we can process them
in an optimal manner so that they have
the desired characteristics in the finished
products.”

Speaking on the company’s creation of
two distinct business units, she believes
it will have a notably positive impact for
the business.
In particular, she notes it will enable
her team to develop areas of particular
specialisms with regard to functional
ingredients, as well as opening up
opportunities to work with other
colleagues across research teams.
“While we are not dealing with
daily production, we look at the longterm view of what would work within
processing facilities, examining how we
could move to a more sustainable way
of processing beans that will not impact
on the quality of products. For instance,
with roasting of beans, are there other
technologies we could use to get
towards the desired flavour and aroma.
“In terms of development work, one
example that one of my team came
up with was our True Dark natural
flavoured cocoa powder in 2015, which
was created in our labs, then scaled
up for production. It addresses clean
label trends, as well as being one of the
darkest cocoa powders that is produced
naturally, so that’s the challenge for
us now – how can we extend natural
product lines even further,” she adds
of the team’s goal of driving forward its
range of ingredients solutions for the
confectionery sector.
From its continued investment in both
physical plant facilities, as well across the
wider business in terms of its R&D for
ingredients formulation, the company
appears well placed for success as we
enter a fresh decade. ♦

A wide range of products can be
tested at Olam's Netherlands’ lab
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Driving industry
change for our
environment’s future
T
he subject of sustainability
encompasses a huge range of
sub-topics that are all equally
pressing – from solving issues
of reducing energy and company
waste, through to ensuring ethical and
environmentally responsible sourcing of
ingredients for manufacturers. There’s
no doubt about it, there are some huge
challenges taxing the food and drink
sector, which most definitely has its
part to play in bringing about genuine
solutions.
The urgency with which industry
needs to address sustainability goals
of improving both environmental
Katharina Hilker, sustainability specialist
at Bühler

Sustainability has become a key issue
for many companies within the
confectionery and bakery sector

As an industry topic, there can be fewer more
topical or significant than that of bringing about
genuine change through sustainability policies

“We feel that industry as
a whole needs to change
over the next few years,
and we see tackling
problems such as carbon
footprint and emissions as
being very relevant”
– Katharina Hilker, Bühler
16 confectioneryproduction.com

goals and production efficiency was
Hilker, a sustainability specialist with
summed up passionately last August
the group, explains that the Swissat the Networking Days event, hosted
headquartered company is continuing
by Bühler and attended by key industry
to deliver key energy, waste and broader
leaders.
environmental goals for its equipment
“The challenges have accelerated
and solutions development.
dramatically. The world today is better,
“From our perspective, with Bühler
in many respects, than ever before. Yet
being a family-owned business,
the progress we have made comes at
sustainability is its main driver in
too high a price. We are using nature’s
maintaining the company for future
resources faster than our planet’s
generations.
ecosystems can regenerate. We now
“This is something we carry out not
have just 10 years to prevent irreversible
just with sustainability being a big
damage from climate change,” warned
topic, it’s something that has been
Stefan Scheiber, CEO of Bühler.
embedded into our strategy for a long
Richard Waycott and Holly King of the Almond Board of
Speaking to Confectionery
time,” explains Hilker, who is engaged
California at Confectionery Production’s ProSweets stand
Production, his colleague Katharina
with driving the company’s sustainability
APRIL 2020
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programme and helping develop major
strategic industry partnerships including
working with the World Business Council
for Sustainable Development.
“There have been several reports
including the recent Intergovernmental
Panel Report on Climate Change just
how challenging it is to feed everyone
in the world, which is why we have to
design solutions for this.
“So we are looking to help sustainable
initiatives that offer healthy treats and
snack and support those ventures
through collaborative work,” explains
Hilker, who cites the example of new
start-up Legria.
The business emerged through
Bühler’s Cubic innovation centre. It has
delivered an innovation of using grain
by-product from brewing processes that
can be used in confectionery for sugar
reduction, or as a means of increasing
fibre within product ranges.
The company gained industry
honours for its creativity at last summer’s
networking days event organised by
Bühler at its headquarters in Uzwil,
Switzerland. “Following our previous
networking days in 2016, we had set
ourselves targets of reducing energy
and waste in our business by 30 per cent
by 2025.
“But we realised there was a real
urgency, so we have now increase this
to targeting 50 per cent reduction in
energy use, 50 per cent less water, as
well as 50 per cent less waste.
“I think as a company, we feel that
industry as a whole needs to change
over the next few years, and we see
tackling problems such as carbon
footprint and emissions as being very
relevant.”
She added the company was
encouraged by the notably positive
industry response of those attending
the Networking Days sessions as well
as keynote speeches. The event placed
a strong emphasis on the assertion
that only a collective response from
key businesses around the world would
enable practical solutions tackling
climate change and preventing further
catastrophic environmental impact.

Digital advances

As Hilker explains, the business has
continued its pattern of investing
in advanced technology and digital
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solutions as a central part of its quest
for sustainability in terms of greater
equipment efficiency.
In terms of her own experience,
having spent six years with the business,
her experience has included being
a product manager for its chocolate
moulding department.
This saw her claim a company
innovation prize for developing the
ChocoBotic equipment system.
This chainless moulding line is
aimed at flexible production of praline
confectionery, further demonstrating
the firm’s focus on devising industry
solutions that place minimising waste at
the heart of its operations.
This has been further demonstrated
by innovations such as its Insights
Internet of Things (IOT) solutions
monitoring system, which adjusts
industrial processes to improve the
speed and productivity of equipment
lines, which in turn has notable
environmental benefits.

Delivering packing sustainability

For example by means of additional
sub-machines, exchangeable tools
or new control software. This also
applies to the use of new packaging
and alternative materials: All types of
cardboard, films or plastics are used as
packaging material on TLM systems.”
Sauter adds that a key example
of this is a Schubert picker line that
packages chocolate-coated products
for a confectionery manufacturer in both
plastic and cardboard trays. Thanks to
the numerous possibilities for adaptation
and rock-solid design, its machines have
a long service life.
The Schubert experts are also
focusing on the energy efficiency of its
systems. As he notes, all of its machines
are equipped with a modular drive
system without electrical cabinets.
Sauter says: “With the new Schubert
Motion department, the company will
also be focusing on increasing the
performance of robots in the future
while keeping energy consumption at
the same or even lower level. This is
made possible by optimising the track
properties and movements so that the
robots can perform the same function
more quickly on the one hand and more
energy-efficiently on the other.” ♦

One of the major areas of focus for
sustainability policies has been in terms
of devising packaging materials that
are more environmentally sensitive.
This has yielded some notable
breakthroughs in recent times,
which also extends to the
equipment upon which it is
produced.
As German-based machinery
specialist Gerhard Schubert
explains, one of its primary
goals remains serving customers
with efficient and sustainable
packaging solutions that offer
flexibility, as well as being
recognised as representing
Schubert’s headquarters in Germany has been a key
focal point for developing sustainable machinery
responsible production methods.
Martin Sauter, the company’s
head of sales, explains: “The
consistent modularity of the
TLM packaging systems from
Schubert enables exceptionally
flexible machine configurations
in a modular system. This
enables Schubert to implement
efficient, space-saving, simple
and economical solutions for its
customers. Due to the modular
design, existing machines can
Schubert, which has extended its facilities to
also be adapted to changing
production sites in China, has placed sustainability at
requirements again and again.
the heart of its production
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Alistair Davis, sustainability
lead for Olam Cocoa
enthuses about the
company’s Cocoa
Compass scheme

Facing up
to cocoa
sustainability
challenges
Creating sustainability programmes for the cocoa
sector is now a major area of focus for many
businesses within confectionery, as Neill Barston
found speaking to several key companies
earnings figure of $7,200 dollars, and
we recognise, that in Ivory Coast they
are only earning, $2,300 dollars, so that’s
a big goal, but we will look at things
like maximising yields from farmland
and encourage farmers to enlarge their
farms,” revealed Davis who said the
company was also advising farmers on
diversifying into areas including making
honey and soap making.
“We work closely with our origin
countries to ensure that disease
resistant crops and hybrids are being
used to ensure them for the future. It’s

not always that easy – access to the
correct seed stock, providing nurseries
and delivering seedlings is a technical
process, but one we have been involved
with for years,” he explained, believing
that having a strong level of knowledge
of conditions in origin growing countries
was of vital importance.
“Another core issue is child labour
and our aim has always been to
eradicate this, but we need to go one
step further is to have 100 per cent of
children within the supply chain having
access to education- if there’s a school
confectioneryproduction.com 19
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major area of sustainability
work has centred on
improving the lives of farmers
working within supply chains
for the confectionery sector.
Among those businesses putting
schemes into place is Olam Cocoa,
which has committed to creating living
incomes for farmers, a child labour
free supply chain and greater forest
protection by 2030 in its latest initiative.
The Cocoa Compass venture builds
on the firm’s 15 years of sustainability
progress, achieved in partnership with
its customers, governments, NGOs and
farming communities, and in line with
the company’s purpose to re-imagine
global agriculture and food systems.
Notably, the company has already
achieved 100 per cent traceability of its
sustainable supply chain in Ivory Coast
and Ghana under its 2020 traceability
commitment and its pledge to combat
deforestation as part of its Cocoa &
Forests Initiative action plans.
Speaking to Confectionery Production
at FIE in Paris, Alistair Davis, cocoa
sustainability lead, believed the venture
would prove a strong platform over the
next decade.
He explained the Cocoa Compass
represented around a year’s worth of
work behind the scenes, examining the
origins of its first cocoa sustainability
programme 15 years ago and
understanding its impact.
“We have looked at where the successes
have been and where there have been
failures, and setting up milestones for
the next decade. We will report on an
annual basis on the key areas where we
see issues in the supply chain.
“I think transparency is a core part of
this initiative, but there are three major
areas – the first one being prosperous
farmers and moving them towards a
living income, which has now been
established by Fairtrade.
“We recognised there’s a long
distance from where an average West
African farmer is today and where they
need to get to what we call a dignified
income,“ said Davis who revealed it
was the company's aim to have 150,000
farmers on a living wage, not only in
West Africa, but also South America and
Asia, which he said was a challenge the
company hoped to surpass.
He added: "Fairtrade has set a farmer

SUSTAINABILITY

Dirk Jacxsens, CEO of Libeert chocolate in
Belgium, believes the Beyond Chocolate
initiative can make a difference

nearby then they will more than likely go
to it and won’t be involved in hazardous
forms of labour. We are trying help
break down barriers to achieving that
through assisting with birth certificates
and making sure that school fees are
paid, so that’s another focus for us.”
Under the banner of re-imagining
global agriculture, he explained
the business also has targets for
environmental performance in terms of
increasing net carbon tree stock, which
he said linked to the cross-organisation
Cocoa and Forests Initiative being taken
up across the industry.

Beyond Chocolate

As Dirk Jacxsens, CEO of Belgian based
chocolate business Libeert, explained
that sustainability has been fundamental
to the company’s business.
The company has stood out for
insisting on its supplies being 100 per
cent sustainable, to ensure the highest
level of ethical trading for its premium
brand of confectionery.
Speaking to Confectionery Production
recently at ISM, Jacxsens explained
that he was fully supportive of a move
by Belgian authorities to create a
movement known as Beyond Chocolate.
This is a partnership that is seen as the
first key outcome from the SDG Charter
for International Development, signed
by more than 100 companies and
organisations to enact major change
with sustainability initiatives.
Describing the initiative, Jacxsens
explained: “In 2018, Belgian deputy
prime minister Alexander de Croo,
said he would like to see Belgian
chocolate being sustainable and he
20 confectioneryproduction.com

launched Beyond Chocolate. It has
three elements, one is creating a living
income, another is on deforestation and
another on child labour and child abuse.
“He wanted everyone from industry
to be involved, from Callebaut, Cargill,
Puratos, Mars, Mondelēz, Godiva,
Rainforest Alliance, to people such as
ourselves, and he wanted to get them
round a table to find out what the key
performance indicators were regarding
these three topics.
“So, I engaged myself on a steering
team in relation to child labour issues,
which is a sensitive area indeed, but
something I had awareness of with
having been CEO of Unicef (in Belgium)
before joining Libeert. It’s become a
broad initiative with groups in France
and Germany also working on this.
“It’s a big subject and really serious –
it is not just about building something
like a school out in Africa, this is about
creating systemic change.”

Optimism ahead

Similarly passionate about sustainability,
Jack Steijn, founder of the Chocoa
chocolate festival in Amsterdam, has
placed the topic at the heart of the
event, which attracted thousands of
visitors from around the world.
He enthuses that the eighth edition of
the event (see our review in this edition),
has been particularly notable for the
level of engagement shown by both
those attending and exhibiting in terms
of a common desire to see conditions
improve for those working within cocoa
supply chains.
This was self-evident from Chocoa’s
event programme, which featured a
series of senior industry specialists
who noted that collective industry
action, including the extended use
of technology (including apps), and
satellite monitoring, was beginning to
turn the tide in terms of making tangible
impact for farming communities.
Steijn said: “One of the most
important things is that people
understand that we have to move
towards sustainability. Even 10 years
ago, when the second International
Cocoa Treaty was negotiated, there was
just one paragraph on sustainability in
that document, producing countries and
consuming countries seemed opposed
to each other.
“But that’s not the case at all,
as everyone is now involved in
sustainability, with some wanting to put
the bar higher than others, but everyone
is moving in the right direction. It’s
never enough, but I do think that some
progress is being made.” ♦
Jack Steijn, founder of Chocoa festival, has
remained a key champion for sustainability
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PROSWEETS REVIEW

All systems go for
ProSweets Cologne

This year’s ProSweets may have been smaller than previous years with Interpack on
the horizon, yet it provided some fascinating results, as Neill Barston discovered

A

broad array of new
confectionery manufacturing
equipment, systems
and ingredients ensured
ProSweets 2020 proved a memorable
trade fair in Cologne, Germany.
Confectionery Production returned
once again as the only UK magazine
exhibiting at the show, which attracted
a total of 18,000 visitors from over 100
countries.
While concerns over Coronavirus and
its close proximity to Interpack in May
meant that attendances were down on
previous years, organisers still believed
the show had proved a success.
Once again, its core themes included
delivering greater equipment efficiency
and productivity in enabling companies
to meet sustainability goals for efficient
manufacturing operations.
"The trade fair impressed with
future-oriented themes such as
sustainable packing, resource-saving
production, flexible machines and
natural ingredients. Not least the unique
combination with ISM in the direct
vicinity offers high added value for the
industry – because this is the only place
where the entire value chain of the
sweets and snacks industry is covered
completely," explained Gerald Böse,
president and chief executive officer of
Koelnmesse of the event, which attracted
260 exhibitors.
According to the trade visitor survey,
the share of decision-makers hailing
from a management background and
production departments lay at over 80
per cent, enabling top level discussions
to be held at the event.
As organisers noted, within the
Ingredients section, natural ingredients
and reformulation solutions still play a
major role, though the issue was not as
22 confectioneryproduction.com

ProSweets attracted a total of 18,000 visitors in Cologne

prominent as some market observers
may have anticipated.
Other key trends included the
development of flexible machines that
can be adapted to changed recipes and
demands as a result of their fast set-up
options were also under focus.
On sustainability, resource-saving
solutions made of paper and recyclable
raw materials were presented including
the winning product of the ISM
Packaging Award powered by ProSweets
Cologne – "Labels made of grass paper"
by Froben Druck from Germany.
The trade visitors' interest in this
theme section was also high, and
exhibitors reported strong leads
for equipment sales in a number of
instances across the event.
Another highlight for the event was
the future congress #CONNECT2030
– The Future Summit for Sweets and
Snacks, being staged for the first time.
This featured a keynote presentation
from Dr Ulf Merbold, a German former
astronaut, who recalled his time with the
space programme, recalling that even
off world, there was a need for snacks,
though they were in short supply.

The evening event included experts
discussing practical solutions for
digital networking, big data, artificial
intelligence and smart packaging.
The supplier industry particularly
plays a major role regarding the future
themes of the industry, because it
already pursues numerous innovative
approaches and offers solutions that
provide the manufacturers with a
decisive advantage in the international
competition.
The announcement by ProSweets
Cologne that it intends to reinforce

Richard Horsley of Paradise Fruits
reported a strong event
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the ingredients section in the coming
year, met with great interest among
the exhibitors. In this way, the section
will in future serve more as a source of
inspiration for new concepts and product
ideas for the development of alternative
products and product variants. This will
encompass raw materials, ingredients as
well as semi-finished products.
Among ingredients businesses
reporting a strong event was Paradise
Fruits by Jahncke, which released its
latest series for confectionery at the
event.
Speaking to Confectionery Production,
Richard Horsley commented that
the new line of crunchy freeze dried
granulates aimed at confectionery and
bakery sectors, had been well-received.
The series has been developed
through a specially adapted process that
allows customers the option of a one
component recipe with 100 per cent
fruit, or a combination with yoghurt or
additional carriers.
Meanwhile, Maartje Hendrickx, of
Netherlands-based colouring food group
GNT, explained that its latest campaign
built around the shade of aqua had
gained a positive response to those
calling on its stand.
She said: “So far, the latest campaign
has gone really well – it’s not just
journalists picking up on it, but food
producers, some of whom say to us they
have never really thought about shades
of aqua, though it’s of course not the
only colour we are talking about.
“But this latest colouring shade has
been good as it has enabled us to
discuss for example what can be done
with spirulina algae.”

Machinery manufacturer tna showcased
its latest mogul range at the event

Machinery focus

In terms of equipment, Edward
Smagarinksy, of Australian-based
equipment manufacturer tna, said there
had been a broad spread of visitors this
year, particularly from across Europe and
Russia.
“This year’s ProSweets is a little
unusual in that it’s held in an Interpack
year, so we have found that a lot of
companies are not actually here.
However, we are pleasantly surprised at
the number of new contacts that turned
up – that’s why you go to exhibitions like
this, so we’ve had very good exposure
here. We have had three busy days,
perhaps that is down to us being the
only Mogul supplier here,” revealed
the sales manager, who explained the
company had also had a good level of
interest in its conveying equipment.
Henk Somers, managing director
of Netherlands packaging business
Lareka, felt the reduced number of
manufacturers had proved favourable.

The Confectionery Production stand at this year’s ProSweets
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He said: “The show has gone well
for us this year and we have had more
visitors than previous editions – which is
perhaps down to the fact some of our
competitors are not here
“Our focus for this year is our BTB25
packaging machine that we have
developed for artisan manufacturers.
It’s a very versatile and reliable line that
is easy to change format sizes, which
enables companies to wrap bars with
their own brand identity, so this has been
aimed at the premium market segment.”
Meanwhile, Stuart Grogan,
operations director for UK-based BCH,
described the trade fair as having been
“phenomenal” for the business.
He noted that being staged alongside
ISM had allowed his team to hold a
number of key discussions with sweets
businesses at the Cologne show.
“Our focus this year is to grow our
offering in the fruit-snack industry, as

The GNT stand demonstrated its new
shades of Aqua theme

year-on-year we are seeing continued
growth in that area, so we are working
on new processes and formulas. It seems
that this year, there’s been a big upturn
in vegan and healthy eating trends,”
explained Grogan.
For its part, Baker Perkins also
reported a notable performance for the
2020 event, with its stand displaying
new equipment series, and offering key
demonstrations that drew in visitors.
Regional sales manager Dave
Symonds believed it had been a
successful show. He said: “We were
showing the Servoform mini which has
been a successful machine for us.
“But what has generated a lot interest
and driven people’s imagination is
Rousselot demonstrations that we have
been depositing gelatin into silicon and
metal moulds, as well as blister packs,
proving to people the setting capabilities
within 15 minutes of depositing.” ♦
confectioneryproduction.com 23

EMULSIFIERS

Corbion has launched a re-engineered collection of emulsifiers

Seeking an alternative
solution to synthetic
emulsifiers
A recent report from Fior Markets predicts significant gains for the use of
emulsifiers in bakery and confectionery applications thanks to the benefits
that arise when adding this vital ingredient to recipe formulations.
Confectionery Production assesses this year’s trends. Daisy Phillipson reports

T
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product quality or incurs additional
costs is imperative.

No to PHOs

Providing solutions to these challenges
is ingredients supplier Corbion. With
its range of emulsifiers for sweet baked
goods and confectionery, the company
states that while the creation of
products without partially hydrogenated
oils (PHOs) has been a priority for
manufacturers ever since the FDA’s
2016 ruling to revoke their generally
recognised as safe status, this is still a
key trend in 2020.
“January 2020 saw the halt of sales
of any product containing PHOs in the
United States,” explains Peter Losee,
senior business development manager food, sweet & savory, Corbion.
“Similarly, last year the European
Commission announced a new
regulation that sets a two per cent

legal limit to the amount of trans fats
(which are most prevalent in products
containing PHOs) in processed foods
as of April 2021, meaning that the
search for the very best emulsification
alternative is now essential.”
In response to the FDA’s original
ruling, Corbion launched a
re-engineered collection of emulsifiers Alphadim, BFP, GMS and Starplex - that
is now 100 per cent PHO-free. Each
emulsifier within the Ensemble range,
which is constantly being updated and
improved, offers product developers
a range of different properties. But all
share the similarity of mimicking PHO
performance and delivering drop-in
functionality without compromising
quality, handling or shelf stability.
These properties ensure that
manufacturers can easily meet foodfocused regulations and minimise
reformulation hurdles and operation

▲

he global food emulsifiers
market is set to reach $5.23
billion by 2025, increasing at a
CAGR of 6.3 per cent during
the forecast period. Growth factors are
reported to include a worldwide rise in
consumption of convenience food due
to greater disposable incomes, as well
as busy lifestyles.
An increasingly globalised supply
chain is also driving consumption
of processed products containing
emulsifiers in emerging and developed
markets. However, with growth comes
change. While these ingredients can
help manufacturers to tap into market
trends, a rise in demand for clean label,
vegan and sustainable products has led
to a decline in synthetic emulsifiers.
The use of natural alternatives
presents multiple challenges for
suppliers. To stay competitive, recipe
reformulation that neither compromises
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disruptions while continuing to provide
the great flavour and texture that
consumers are looking for. Corbion’s
applications experts collaborate closely
with producers who are having trouble
switching to non-PHO emulsifiers to
go above and beyond the expected
functionality.

Ingredients business Cargill also offers several
fully-functional and cost-efficient alternatives to
artificial emulsifiers

Recipe reformulation

Of course, the term ‘clean label’
covers a broad spectrum of options in
confectionery and bakery applications.
Ingredients and industry solutions
company DuPont notes a decline in
Western markets for traditional bread
and cake products due to a growing
health awareness. Instead, customers
are turning to nutritional alternatives.
DuPont offers an extensive range of
emulsifiers suitable for sweet baked
goods and confectionery and chocolate
production. For example, its Solec
lecithin range covers a comprehensive
line-up of plant-based lecithins sourced
from sunflower, rapeseed or soybean
oil and can be used in chocolate and
cake applications. The company’s most
recent development in this sector is the
PowerFlex 1100, a clean label solution
for tortillas enabling good dough
processability and flexibility.
But replacing emulsifiers with
naturally-derived alternatives requires
work. To overcome any challenges that
may arise during the reformulation
process, DuPont recently launched its
‘Clean(er) Label Journey’ for baked
goods, helping to replace ingredients
with knowledge. This tool maps the
journey from ‘traditional label’ to ‘clean
label’, helping its customers to reach
criteria such as mould-free shelf life and
process robustness.

Food waste woes

Ingredients business Cargill also offers
several fully-functional and cost-efficient
alternatives to artificial emulsifiers for
food applications. With lecithin being a
much more recognisable ingredient to
consumers than artificial counterparts
such as mono diglycerides and datem,
using Cargill’s solutions results in a clean
label end product. All lecithin-derived
inclusions within the range are labelfriendly and non-GMO.
In addition to answering demand for
clean label products, Cargill outlines the
significance of balancing freshness with
26 confectioneryproduction.com

specific environmental concerns.
As the global population increases,
reducing food waste has made its way
to the top of the sustainability agenda.
According to the Food and Agriculture
Organization (FAO) of the United
Nations, an estimated 1.3 billion tonnes
of food is wasted globally each year.
By maintaining the freshness of food
products, emulsifiers play an important
role in addressing this issue. “With
Cargill’s range of lecithins, customers
can avail of a full and flexible choice
of ingredients that enables them to
meet consumer demand for fresher,
longer-lasting bread, a positive result
not only for consumers but also for
the environment,” explains Roland
Rabeler, lecithin product manager,
Cargill. The company’s emulsifiers have
many functionalities for sweet baked
goods such as cake as well, including
the homogeneous distribution of the
ingredients used, improvement of fat
distribution and prolonged freshness.

its carbon reductions amounted to
56,175 tonnes, which is equivalent to
the amount produced by 4,885 EU
households in a year. To achieve this
milestone, strategies included a switch
from heavy fuel oil to certified biogas,
and the use of renewables.
At Palsgaard’s main site in Denmark,
all electricity is sourced from hydro
power, and indoor heating is powered
by burning home-grown straw.
Its factory in the Netherlands,
meanwhile, has over 800 solar panels
and has used only renewable energy
since 2018. Anders Brix, Group CEO
of the Schou Foundation, which owns
Palsgaard, said: “At the moment,
carbon neutrality is a rare achievement,
but it will soon be the norm.
Manufacturers will be forced to reduce
emissions, not just because it’s the right
thing, but because environmentally
conscious consumers demand it.” ♦

Sustainably sourced ingredients

Similarly to clean label claims, the topic
of sustainability in food production
covers a broad spectrum and isn’t
just the sole responsibility of food
producers, but of business as a whole.
When discussing emulsifiers in the
context of sustainable food production,
Palsgaard maintains its position as
industry leader. Marking its centenary
anniversary last year, the Danish
emulsifier specialist confirmed a major
environmental goal of achieving total
carbon-neutral production two years
earlier than expected.
After setting its goal in 2010, the
company reduced its net C02 emissions
from 12,029 tonnes to zero. In total,

Palsgaard has gained a global reputation for
the quality of its emulsifiers
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COCOA PROCESSING

Blockchain technology
and the future of
Cocoa processing
Despite forecasted growth, a number of issues remain at the forefront of the
global cocoa market, from over-aged tree stocks to child labour and poverty.
Confectionery Production explores how blockchain technology is helping
to tackle these issues. Daisy Phillipson reports

A

recent report published by
Fortune Business Insights
notes the global cocoa and
chocolate market size was
valued at USD 43.13 billion in 2017 and
is projected to reach USD 67.22 billion
by the end of 2025, exciting a CAGR of
5.7 per cent in the forecast period.
Growth factors include an increased
demand for chocolate products in
emerging economies such as China and
India, as well as an indication of rapid
expansion for premium or speciality
chocolates in developed economies
such as the US, France, Belgium
and Germany. But while demand for
chocolate products is worldwide,
around 50 per cent of the world’s cocoa
supply comes from Ghana and Cote
d’Ivoire.
Unfortunately, due to an increasingly
complex supply chain, it is estimated
that over 30,000 children are being
trafficked to work in the cocoa sector,
while illegal farming due to increased
demand has led to Cote d’Ivoire losing
85 per cent of its protected forests since
1990. Meanwhile, systemic poverty has
left many farmers without funding to
invest in modern machinery to cultivate
cocoa beans.
To highlight the issue and move
towards a more balanced supply chain,
a number of major industry players
are taking action. Leading cocoa and
chocolate supplier Barry Callebaut,
for example, has committed to lifting
more than 500,000 cocoa farmers out of
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Tony’s Chocolonely has a strong focus
on ethical sourcing of cocoa

poverty, eradicating child labour from
its supply chain, becoming carbon and
forest positive and ensuring 100 per
cent sustainable ingredients in all of its
products by 2025.

From crypto to cocoa

With the food supply chain under
the spotlight, traceability is, and will
continue to be a top priority for those in
the business of cocoa. Where were the

beans cultivated? Who grew them? Is
any palm oil used sustainably sourced?
Was child labour involved?
To answer these questions, at
last year’s European Cocoa Forum,
industry experts highlighted how
blockchain technology is anticipated
to streamline and accelerate business
processes, increase traceability, curb
forest degradation and create trusted
networks within the next few years.
APRIL 2020
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Transparency across the board

Swiss-headquartered food solutions
and equipment group Bühler has been
building on Microsoft’s technologies
including Azure and Azure Blockchain
to make food value chains more
sustainable by creating solutions that
improve safety and transparency, reduce
waste and increase energy efficiency
and yields.
Stuart Bashford, digital officer at
Bühler Group, explained: “Food safety
and transparency across the value chain
APRIL 2020

Bühler has been building on Microsoft’s
technologies for its plant management systems

are global challenges that require new
levels of collaboration. Combining our
leadership in food processing with
Microsoft Azure, we have developed
Bühler Insights, the first cloud platform
dedicated to the food industry.
“The platform enables secure,
high-performance, reliable digital
services that, together with blockchain
technologies, can achieve significant
progress in improving safety, quality,
efficiency, and traceability across food
production value chains. Today, over 85
per cent of our solutions can connect to
our Bühler insights platform.”

Adding value from the factory

Besides safeguarding the supply of
cocoa beans at source, it’s important
to address market fluctuations across
the entire food supply chain. Chocolate
manufacturers should consider cocoa
processing machinery that is capable of
cutting waste, increasing productivity
and maintaining a safe and efficient
production line.
Olaf Schepel, sales and marketing
manager at Caotech, says: “A key
market trend in cocoa processing is to
improve the capacity of the machines
in order to produce more efficiently.”
With this in mind, Caotech developed
the beater blade mill type PG 6000,
specially developed for the continuous
pre-grinding of high fat content
seeds and nuts including cocoa nibs.
Equipped with special composed alloyblades, the mill generates a high output
capacities up to 6,000kg per hour, with
minimal requirement for maintenance.
More recently, the company
launched the CAO 4000 as an answer

to the demand from cocoa processing
companies to maintain efficiency with
fewer machines. This machine has a
capacity of up to 4,500kg per hour for
the intermediate and fine grinding of
cocoa liquor.

Flexibility is key

For a more flexible and enhanced
control of the refining process,
UK-based machinery supplier MacIntyre
Chocolate Systems unveiled its latest
generation refiner/conche range.
With processing capacities from 500kg
up to 5,000Kg, the new generation
refiner/conche range has been
designed to offer a simple method of

▲

In its simplest term, a blockchain is a
time-stamped series of unchangeable
date records that is managed by a
cluster of computers, with each block of
data secured and bound, making them
extremely secure and reliable sources
of data.
Blockchain technology was
originally used as a platform for the
cryptocurrency Bitcoin. However, in
recent years it has been adopted across
several industries, including chocolate
production. Tony’s Chocolonely, for
example, created a shared value chain
platform called the Beantracker, a
system that digitally logs the journey
from bean to bar and includes a
monitoring tool for all users in the chain
to see where the beans are at any step
in the process.
To ensure fairness along the way,
Tony’s pays 40 per cent on top of the
farm gate price and since it knows
from which farmers it gets the beans,
the company can pay extra to reward
the farmers using sustainable and safe
business practices. Barry Callebaut
lives up to its 2025 sustainability goals
by inputting data on the Beantracker
platform to enable a full view from
bean to chocolate for Tony’s to use this
platform and help develop the value
chain.
The results of its work is astounding:
for the second year in a row, 100 per
cent of the 5,465 metric tonnes (mt) of
cocoa beans Tony’s purchased through
its partners were traceable. On the topic
of deforestation, by using GPS, Tony’s
is mapping the areas of land worked by
the farmers who sell to them to see if
the area is being farmed in protected
rainforest or woodland. If so, they find a
suitable solution with the co-operative,
local authorities and the farmer, who is
relocated and the forest replanted.

Caotech is among businesses preparing
to extend their processing lines for Interpack
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Scottish-based MacIntyre has reported
a strong response to its conche systems

mixing and refining
fat based masses, in
addition to producing
smooth refined and
conched chocolate
with particle size as
low as 15 microns.
By utilising the
benefits of Industry 4.0
technology, MacIntyre,
whose sister company HDM now
has its test centre in Dresden, has
expanded the capability of the system’s
PLC software to include multi-step
programming. This includes a product
specific set of process parameters
or ‘recipes’ can be stored in the PLC
allowing the correct set of process
parameters for a given product to be
selected with a single touch of the
control panel screen.
Another company to supply the
chocolate industry with innovative
solutions is Royal Duyvis Wiener.
As a supplier of turnkey lines for
the production of cocoa, chocolate,
compound and nut pastes, the
company has witnessed an increasing
focus on sustainability and energy
savings in production processes. To
facilitate these trends, Royal Duyvis

Wiener continues to work
closely with its customers to develop
systems that meet their requirements.

Efficiency and productivity focus
Another business that has exported
its cocoa presses around the world is
Italian firm GSR, which has designed its
lines with a strong emphasis on quality,
efficiency and reliability.
The Lecco-based company has also
placed development of machines
that respond to requirements for a
high degree safety and hygiene in
their respective designs, which have
continually evolved over the past three
decades.
As the company, which is due to
complete an expansion of its site by
September this year, explained, its
standing amid a competitive field has
been maintained through its ability
to analyse the worldwide market and

GSR has built a strong specialism providing a complete range of cocoa presses
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to interpret its evolutions and needs.
It offers lines with a high production
capacity through medium-sized ones to
compact ones.
The range includes the 900 and 980
series, which have been designed
and manufactured for companies that
need lines with a very high production
capacity. Thanks to the number of
pots and the capacity of the squeezing
chamber, these presses are able to
reach the highest ratio of kg/h. GSR's
980 series includes presses with 16, 18
and 20 pots, the well-known “bigger
sisters.”
In particular, the press 20/980 is able
to guarantee an increased production
capacity of around 9-10 per cent
and, at the same time, a reduction in
energy consumption. The largest cocoa
processors and chocolate producers
can have a concentration of engineering
and design in their hands to make their
productions better.
Over the years GSR has also thought
of those companies interested in having
pressing lines with capacities from 200
to 750 kg/hour. Thus the 870 compact
line was created, which the company
says has proved particularly suited to
medium-sized enterprises.
GSR’s wide range of options can also
meet the needs of niche production:
its laboratory line includes presses
from one to two pots, in which the high
technological level guaranteed by GSR
has been maintained, ideal for use in
research and laboratory tests.

The road to success

Today, companies are realising that the
road to success is more than just a focus
on short-term profit.
According to Mintel’s research, one
third of UK chocolate consumers agree
that it matters which ethical scheme a
chocolate brand follows.
Meanwhile, in China, 47 per cent
of consumers aged 20-49 consider
‘providing transparent provenance
information’ as a very important factor
to an ethical company.
So, while the production of affordable
chocolate products containing quality
ingredients is key, this is only one
piece of a much more complex puzzle.
Manufacturers taking action to address
wider social issues such as ethical
sourcing and energy consumption will
build trust and attract customers who
share the same values .♦
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CHINESE FOCUS
Chinese trends

As research from Euromonitor
International found, themes of health
and wellness have been shaping
demand and stimulating innovation
within the Chinese market.
“The Chinese sugar confectionery
category witnessed a notable trend
towards jellies and chews containing
high levels of natural fruit juice without
any additional sugar.
“These products aim to achieve
a balance between indulgence and
the health and wellness trend, and
particularly the growing, healthorientated interest in natural products.
Amongst the prominent examples
of this trend is Dongguan Hsu-FuChi Food Co Dr Bear brand, which
emphasises that its products contain
high volumes of natural juice without
added sugar,” explained Euromonitor.
The organisation added that as
well as a clear consumer shift to sugar
confectionery aimed at avoiding the
harmful effects of excessive sugar
consumption on health, the category
is seeing the health and wellness trend
drive a growing interest in products
offering functional benefits.
Furthermore, functional probiotic
products, in particular, have been noted
as becoming increasingly popular and
fashionable in sugar confectionery.

Inspired by probiotic drinking yoghurt,
a growing range of soft candy in
categories such as pastilles, gums,
jellies and chews is being positioned as
containing functional probiotics.
“Thanks to rising demand for
convenient but healthy food products
among Chinese consumers, mints
remained the most dynamic sugar
confectionery category in current
value growth terms in 2019. Mints
are generally perceived to contain
less sugar than other types of sugar
confectionery, and has the added
functional benefit of helping consumers
to maintain fresh breath,” added
Euromonitor.
As the research group noted, there
has been a notable pattern of consumer
growth relating to chocolate, which saw
4 per cent value growth in 2019 to reach
CNY22.4 billion, while volumes stagnate
at 125,700 tonnes.
“Chocolate with toys proved the
fastest-growing category in chocolate
confectionery in 2019, as it had been
throughout the review period. The
product benefited from its specific
targeting of children, who are attracted
to the use of licensed characters, such
as Disney characters, as well as the toys
included in the product,” explained
Euromonitor.
The group added that boxed

assortments remained a key contributor
to overall chocolate confectionery
growth at the end of the review period.
The category is strongly associated
with festivals and romantic gestures,
with gifting being a particularly
significant motivation for the purchase
of boxed assortments, especially in
premium packaging. Godiva’s limited
edition boxed assortment for the New
Year in 2019 highlighted manufacturer
efforts to target the particularities
of local demand, with the premium
packaging featuring an exclusive Koi
Fish design. Koi is a symbol of wealth
and good luck in China.
Furthermore according to
Euromonitor’s findings, trends towards
both increased health-awareness and
indulgence were prominent in chocolate
confectionery at the end of the review
period.
Publicity surrounding the health
benefits of dark chocolate, as well as
perceptions that it is low in fat and
natural, drove up demand for products
with a high cocoa content. In contrast,
many younger consumers are showing
a growing preference for products
such as truffles, which have a high
cream content and provide a luxurious,
indulgent experience. Moreover,
these products are perceived to offer
indulgence at affordable prices ♦

Ferrero is among the biggest selling
chocolate confectionery in China
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Responding to a rapidly
evolving dairy market
Uelzena works with a wide range of confectionery firms for dairy-based solutions

The dairy market still has a valuable part to play within confectionery, despite the
emergence of alternatives in recent years. Confectionery Production examines some
of the product trends for sweets and ice-cream that are making an impact this year

O
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marked rise of dairy-free alternatives
with chocolate ranges.
There are now a number of
companies that are engaged on this
front, including British-based Plamil,
which has for many years been ‘on
trend’ in this segment, with its most
recent offering, So Free, gaining
a strong spotlight in a bid to rival
conventional bar ranges.
Last month, Swiss-based business
Barry Callebuat launched its own plantbased ‘M_lk chocolate’ entrant into
the market, which will be produced
from a new factory being established in
Germany next year.
In terms of supplying dairy-related
ingredients, there are a number of
specialist companies working with
confectionery manufacturers including
Uelzena, to enhance taste profiles
and adapt recipes to create healthier
products. The company recently
explained to Confectionery Production

that technical processes such as
deodoration, allow the removal of
both colour and – if needed - taste
from butter, while the reduction of
cholesterol is also possible.
Consequently, this produces results
that offer white fat for light crèmes,
white or fruit filled cream candies and
chocolates, and fats with a bland taste
that can be mixed with nuts, brittle or
flavourings.

Ice-cream trends

According to latest research from
Innova Market Insights, pleasure is
still the driving force behind ice cream
purchases, with consumers naming its
taste, the fact it’s a treat and makes
people feel happy as the top three
reasons for buying it.
In the contemporary consumer
environment, however, the balance
between health and indulgence is
increasingly important.

▲

ne of the most eyecatching product
innovations headlines of
the past year as far as
chocolate confectionery is concerned
has been Cadbury’s decision to launch a
30 per cent less sugar Dairy Milk bar.
The company highlights a growing
demand from consumers for a greater
range of healthier options, with the
firm confident that its classic creamy
taste has not been compromised.
Significantly, the business is also
reportedly considering creating an
entirely vegan option, once it has
devised the as-yet seemingly elusive
ingredients to ensure the right quality.
But beyond the trend for
reformulation of product ranges to
reduce sugar in the light of Public
Health England’s call to manufacturers
to reduced sugar levels by 20 per cent
this year, one of the most notable
market developments has been the
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However, it is even more popular in
helping to deliver an indulgent image to
guilt-free products, taking fourth place
in non-dairy ice cream launches, third
place in low fat ice cream and second
place in low sugar NPD.

Clean label

Adrian Ling, MD of Plamil has been responsible
for creating a wide range of dairy free
confectionery including its So Free series

As the organisation notes, there is
now an emphasis upon manufacturers
to deliver a pleasurable eating
experience that won’t create guilt later
down the road.
Innova explains that there is now a
focus within ice cream development
that has seen a clear shifting from fat to
sugar.
Through 2015-2019, global launches
of low sugar ice creams increased at
a CAGR of 48 per cent. In contrast,
launches of low/no/reduced fat ice
creams dropped at a CAGR of 12 per
cent over the same period.
The non-dairy movement is also
impacting on ice cream innovation
as significantly growing numbers of
consumers explore plant-based eating.
“Non-dairy ice creams tripled their
share of total ice cream launches in
North America between 2015 and
2019, reaching a significant figure of
18 per cent penetration,” reports Lu
Ann Williams, director of innovation at
Innova Market Insights. “Meanwhile,
Australasia and West Europe are other
important stamping grounds with 15
per cent and nine per cent non-dairy
penetration, respectively.”
Even within these healthier ice cream
categories, however, indulgence is never
far away and the idea of ‘permissible
indulgence’ is leading to the
combination of healthier formulations
with decadent tastes. For example,
salted caramel is an indulgent flavour
that has exploded into the mainstream
in recent years. It was ranked as the fifth
most popular taste within launch activity
in 2019, up 10 places since 2015.
36 confectioneryproduction.com

As Mindy Leveille, global strategic
marketing manager for dairy and plant
proteins at Kerry, explains, creating
products that are easily identifiable as
being clean label remains an issue for
the confectionery sector.
While progress has been made on
the issue in line with the rest of the food
sector, analysts note the sweets and
ice-cream segments of the market have
not always been as clear as consumers
would like.
“One concern in confectionery is
sustainability in sourcing dairy and dairy
ingredients. How clean label are the
ingredients and where are they sourced
from? Our research shows that the
public is increasingly concerned about
clean label and this is spilling over into
confectionary and baking,” explains
Leveille, who adds that delivering
sustainable products is a major priority
for the business. As such, all its dairy
ingredients are sourced from grass-fed
cows.
She says: “Sustainability is an
important concern for consumers
as is transparency, naturalness and
nutrition and, of course, taste which is

Cadbury’s Dairy Milk Bar has had a sugar
reduced option, with a vegan variety
expected soon

paramount. Today’s shifting marketplace
definitely presents a strong challenge
for food and beverage makers.”
“Consumers are also looking
for sustainability in their foods and
beverages all the way from farm to fork.
“Just over 50 per cent of a consumer’s
belief about a product’s sustainability
is attributed to ethical manufacturing
practices, eco-friendly products,
responsible sourcing and ethical
farming practices.”
“Grass-fed is perceived by consumers
as a natural, sustainable and transparent
source. 70 per cent of consumers want
to see more natural and transparency
in their food products. Consumers are
willing to pay more for natural food and
drinks.”
Furthermore, on the issue of dairy
protein ingredients and plant-based
protein ingredients working together to
improve products, Leveille reveals that
there were some considerable areas of
potential.
She concludes that proteins such as
cereals, legumes, and nuts, are lower
in certain essential amino acids and
the PCAAS of most plant proteins,
with a few exceptions, is less than 1.0.
Cereal proteins, for example, are low
in the essential amino acid lysine, while
legumes are low in the essential amino
acid methionine.
When formulating nutritional products
with plant-based proteins, she added
that it is beneficial if different sources of
plant proteins are used to complement
deficient essential amino acid profiles.
Because, milk proteins contain all
the essential amino acids in the right
proportions to meet the body’s needs
they are a good protein source to use
in combination with plant proteins to
improve the overall protein quality.
Leveille notes: “Due to taste and
functionality challenges that can be
encountered when formulating solely
with plant proteins, there are many
protein bars and beverages on the
market that combine dairy and plant
proteins to deliver good tasting high
protein products.
However, as the market continues
to become more polarised in terms of
offering dairy and “dairy free” products,
many consumers could be confused
by the positioning associated with
products that combine both these
protein sources.” ♦
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